Old Business

1. Global updates for Health Sciences Library
   a. Move Sp&Hr on July 20 and McWherter on July 27, will update on command from CM.
2. Harvesting ContentPro and ETD into Encore Duet
   a. Elizabeth will report on options for harvesting ETD for the August meeting.
3. User testing of Encore Duet: https://memphis.co1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_eFphkLVTdmsOSOH
   a. Sent to IRB, they dismissed. In Encore Duet interface, pursuing other means of dissemination.
4. Encore Duet facets relabeled. Innovate reported that they can’t move “date published.”
5. Database Page (http://sierra.memphis.edu/search~S4/y) updates:
   a. “Library Database Training” switched to “Library Database Passwords”
6. Proxy Server migrated to virtual machine, minimal service interruption.
8. Suppressed 891 from display.
9. Coverage load towards the end of the summer, after Law can clean up holdings in SS.

New Business

1. Suppressing from display:
   a. $4 and $e in author fields
   b. $2 and $0 in headings
2. eBook holdings are in OCLC
   a. Inconsistent now. Previous policy said not to set holdings, but some vendors added them nonetheless.
   b. Shall I add holdings to purchased ebooks, but not to subscriptions?
3. Send via text message option in Sierra (not Encore Duet)
   a. Any interest? Example from staging area: http://sierra.memphis.edu:2082/record=b1313275~S16
4. Partner library parameters
   a. Why we are partners with LOC and JSCC in our ILS and what sort of commitment we have to them?
5. Law updates
   a. Law is into Serial Solutions!
   b. Law is customizing Encore duet!